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QUICK TEST: Are You a ‘Nay Sayer’ or a ‘Yea Sayer’?
Is the glass half full or half empty? How you see life, whether as mostly positive or mostly
negative, is an integral part of our nature, and for years I assumed there was no astrological
way to determine whether a person mostly tends to say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to life. I use the words
“Yea” and “Nay” for effects sake, but another less dramatic way to put this might be: are you (in
general) inclined or disinclined to life as we know it and how might we measure that? Some
folks seem to like everything. They have many “inclinations,” while others are very picky. They
have many “disinclinations,” astrologically speaking. They don’t like this and don’t like that. This
is what I mean by “Yea” and “Nay,” so please take note.
I am not about here to go into the very technical astrological explanation on how this can be
done, but I am not secretive. I have written a book about it for those who really want to know. It
is called “Interface: Planetary Nodes,” and it is available in paperback on Amazon.com or as an
e-book free here:
http://astrologysoftware.com/books/index.asp?orig
And this technique was discovered and tested years before there was anything like the home
computer. In fact, the very exact equations for this technique had to be run on a mainframe
computer as there were no desktop machines back then available to me. Just so you don’t think
I pulled this out of my daydreams, I will tell you very briefly about this technique technically. I
discovered it in the early 1970s.
NOTE: Those of you who want to jump right to checking your own chart out can skip over the
following and move to the end of this post.
The solar system we live in consists of nine planets orbiting a central sun. Those orbits are (for
purposes of life on this planet) relatively stable and constant. Each of these great planetary
orbits has its own plane and particular orientation or attitude to the sun and the other planets.
And these great planetary orbital planes are oriented or inclined one to the others. An attempt to
reduce all these intersecting orbital planes -- this grand planetary crystal -- to the one set of the
most significant points or nodes is how the interface nodal technique came into being.
Interface analysis is a reduction of all of the nine planet's orbital planes, their inclinations and
disinclinations to one another, to the particular series of zodiac points that represent both
symbolically and physically the only points in the zodiac at which these various inclinations and
disinclinations intersect and are exact or in perfect alignment, thus the name “Interface.”
When a planet (moving in its own orbit) comes into alignment with the orbital plane of a second
planet (passes through or over that node or point), it is at one of the two nodes (ascending or
descending) with that plane. I call these nodes ‘Interface Points’.
Therefore, an inclination or nodal alignment (interface) refers to an exact planar alignment
between two planet’s orbits (where the two planes intersect to form a node) and this will

emphasize (for better or for worse) the nature and function of the planets involved. On the other
hand planets at DIS-inclination (at 90-degree points in their orbit to the nodes or interface
points) represent these same principles as they are when most mutually disinclined — each to
the other.
All of this is not only astrologically true, it is astronomically true. It is the way things exactly are
out there in our solar system. Without getting two technical, the take away is that at the moment
of your birth each of the planets was (of course) in its own orbit, but that planet MAY have also
been in the plane (inclined) to another planet or at odds (right-angle, disinclined) to it. This is
what we are measuring here: inclinations and disinclination.
I hesitated to call this report the “Life Chakras Report,” because the word chakras has been so
misused and misunderstood, but what struck me is that here (if ever) is the most exact and
deepest heart of astrology, both technically and interpretively. If we want to use the word
‘chakra’ in astrology in a true way, this is it. These interface points map out the very heart of our
solar system. And they can be interpreted successfully!
Of course, the full report is fascinating and deep. I had a very well-known astrologer, who does
not hand out compliments to other astrologers, tell me that the “Life Chakras Report” is one of
the most accurate reports he has ever read. I had felt the same way myself. So, let’s get to it.
Go to this link:
http://astrologyland.com/
In the middle of the page, about four boxes down is one marked “Life Chakras.” Press the red
“Click Here” button and you will transfer to another page devoted to this report. Fill in your birth
month, day, and year, and press “Next.” You will get a brief sample from the report, in this case
one that quantifies your inclinations and disinclinations, and points out whether you are a “Yea
Sayer” of “Nay Sayer” to life, along with some commentary.
Enjoy,
Michael

